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PROJECT’S AIM AND TARGET
Could not change alone
Willing to change

TEACHER

14-16 years
old

Typically 40-60 years old
Overwhelmed

No/ little
experience in
cooperative
methods

STUDENTS

Mostly teaching frontally

Somewhere middle
in the achivement
scale

HYPOTHESIS
increase students’
meaningful
mathematics-oriented
partner talk
students gets
braver during
classroom
discussions

Shift
centered
centered with trying a NEW method

education

active pair work
without the need of
the strict roles

SAME
students

… more detailed picture
about students’
understanding
more positive
classroom
atmosphere
improved conceptual
understanding

LONG TERM

increased
achievement in
mathematics

improved
attitude

SAME
teacher

SAME
tasks

with

Records
the work

Solves the task

Helps with
questions

Sage&Scribe
Not
demanding
for the
teacher

Is this method cooperative?

Pro
• help think aloud
in front of a
classmate
• get to know
other’s thoughts
• get immediate
feedback from a
peer
• block unequal
participation

Contra
• most of the
time it is not a
discussion
• most of the
tasks are not
problems

Easily
adoptable
to any kind
of lesson

Short method
learning period

Where is the
discussion?
• after a mistake
• when the sage
could not solve the
task alone

The focus of the research:
method implementation at early stage.
11 pre-experiments
10 to
17
years
old

… students’ observed
activeness

there is half time
less many answers,
easier to synthetize

more lively
classroom
discussions

lessons

teacher got
inspiration
from…

SHORT TERM

Students

Teacher

… ‚overheard’
discussions
… hearable
students’
thoughts

Diverse
classes in
terms of
mathemati
cal ability.

Main experiment
15 years
old
Self made
questionnaires

Hardworking
& clever
Interviews
(short, long,
teacher,
students)

EXPERIMENTS

16
members
in a class
Audio
recordings
from each
pair

Corrects
mistakes

Analysis & Results
Pedagogical
Opportunity

Mathematically
Significant

MOST

Student
Mathematical Thinking

Dekker et al. (2006)
Regulating and key
activities
Questionnaire – 5 point Likert-scale
Mathematically interesting moments from
the partner – most of them usually have
Correcting the other – sometimes
Missed the method after the experiment
Result: closer relationship with the teacher
Students were less stressed

Leatham
et al. (2015)

STUDENTS' QUESTIONNAIRE
5
4
3
2
1
0
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